The growing interest over the mobile based communication has attracted the Long-Term Evolution (LTE) technique which facilitates higher data transmission rates to its dynamic users. The LTE-based network involves with scheduling which governs the better communication at different traffic (large, small, medium) condition. The LTE caters up network demands and encounters some potential and unreported problems in presence of large traffic with uncertainty of its associated load. Thus, scheduling becomes most essential is must. This manuscript reviews the recent existing researches with their contribution along with significances and limitations. The paper also contributes in identify the state of art in research issues to identify the research gap towards scheduling techniques in LTE.
Introduction
The Long-Term Evolution (LTE) is aims to cater up the exponentially increasing demands of the dynamic users of cellular network [1] . LTE offers maximized rate of transmission with much reduced network delay and simplified operational cost [2] . The LTE scheduling process in LTE is used to get proper resource allocation to assist the variable demands of resources during data transmission process [3] . The scheduling process is designed for considering the explicit condition of the communication channel, volume of traffic, and quality of service [4] . A good scheduler will have a potential dependencies on gain factor involved in channel state associated with each users as well as sub-carriers. To offer lower delay in scheduling process, the standards of LTE claims of offering 1msecs of duration involved in data forwarding process [5] . The scheduling processes are always considered to be carried out over base station. While executing the scheduling decision, the base station performs allocation of resources considering both downlink as well as uplink transmission [6] [7] . Currently, LTE uses Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) or OFDM Access (OFDMA) for uplink transmission while the downlink transmission is assisted by Single-Carrier Frequency Division Multiple Access (SC-FDMA). The scheduling in LTE is very much different from other form of technologies of accessing, where LTE based scheduling are carried out considering both time and frequency domain for users while other access technologies are limited to only time domain [8] . The problem associated with the scheduling process in LTE is all about identifying the precise allocation of scheduling blocks to specific user equipment's for the purpose of increasing cumulative throughput or minimizing network delay [9] . In order to avoid any issues, the present research work towards schedulers are designed to be functional in two process i.e. scheduling packet using time domain first and then execute frequency domain [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . There also existing certain research work that uses multiple-input multiple-output as a scheme to design scheduler for LTE networks [21] [22] . There has been various work carried out towards LTE network; however; various problems and issues are still demanding more investigation. The existing research work are not found to report any form of extensive supportability of spatial multiplexing during both uplink and downlink transmission for more number of layers in order to increase the transmission rates. There is also a significant problems associated with both the uplink and downlink transmission when they were made to work in multipoint forwarding and receiving of packets for increasing the throughput and coverage of extended rate of data. It is also found that adoption of relaying methodologies towards improving the optimal usage of communication channel as well as its associated capacity has been less explored. All these problems are unsolved and unaddressed and require a good series of dedicated investigation in order to explore a better form of solution.
Hence, this paper reviews the existing approaches towards scheduling process in LTE-based network and deliberately attempts to identify the potential research gap. The idea is to assist the upcoming researchers to measure the level of effectiveness in existing scheduling techniques. The organization of this paper is as follows: Section 2 discusses about the theoretical briefing of LTE followed by exhaustive review of existing scheduling practices in Section 3. Section 4 discusses about research gap while Section 5 briefs about the contribution of this paper followed by tentative future work direction. The next section discusses about the existing approaches used to address the scheduling problems in LTE.
RESEARCH TOWARDS SCHEDULING PROBLEMS
This section discusses about the existing research-based approaches towards enhancing the scheduling process in LTE-based Networks. Aiyetoro et al. [23] have introduced a scheduling plan in satellite of LTE networks to achieve the ideal QoS of LTE standards in respect of throughput and delay constraints. Here, a non-linear optimization approach is used and compared their presented approach with other optimal scheduling method. The [23] system achieves good throughput and gives optimal scheduling performance. Chen and Liu [24] gives a scheduling model for media streaming transmission to achieve play-out continuity over LTE services. The [24] model is based on discontinuous reception called as DRX and playout buffer with including three methods to solve this problem that are 1). Remaining playout time, 2). Resource allocation technique and 3). Buffer level calculation technique. The outcome reduces the energy cost of user equipments (UEs) at low level and it is also shown that performance of presented model is 50% better when compared with existing scheme. Fan et al. [25] works on multiuser scheduling and pairing system with including inter and intra cell interference in the LTE uplink cellular networks. Here, a collaborative optimization problem is defined by considering signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) into SC-FDMA and frequency domain minimum mean-square error (FD-MMSE) in concept of extending throughput of overall network. The study outcomes display that the presented method reduced the interference and perform well in compared to existing method. Ferdosian et al. [26] considered difficulty in scheduling for heterogeneous traffic in overload phase in LTE download link in which user's channel details are varying and is not fixed. Here, an analytical framework is considered and presented a Fractional Knapsack algorithm to achieve QoS requirement and for efficient consumption of resource for heterogeneous traffic in overload state of cell. The results gives suitable fairness and fullfill QoS requirements.
Ghavimi et al. [27] considered issue related with the power allocation, Resource block (RB) and QoS requirement for M2M communication in uplink SC-FDMA dependent LTE-A networks. The authors formulate computational algorithm based on Lagrange multiplier concept. The outcomes gives that the [27] method defeats the existing Greedy algorithm in respect of providing maximum throughput and meets the QoS requirements. Grondalen et al.
[28] introduced a scheduler performance analysis parameter of different-different LTE downlinks channels with flat and frequency selective channels, saturated UDP and TCP traffic source and also considering the frequency-domain and time-domain schedulers. The outcomes better tradeoff among the cell capacity and fairness for UDP and TCP traffic source. Guo et al. [29] considered multi user multiple-input multiple outputs (MIMO) scheduling in LTE downlink cellular networks. The framework is developed in multi user MIMO system in presence of inter stream interference and inter user interference and developed a optimization problem approach based on precoding matrix indicator selection, joint user pairing and RB allocation and considering these parameter optimal scheduling algorithm is elaborated which used to increase throughput of overall system. The simulated results display that it is able to achieve good throughput.
Ko et al. [30] has designed scheme in which channel selection and frame scheduling taken as joint optimization problem approach which bring maximum throughput in LTE and also balancing the fairness among the WLAN and LTE. The authors have formulate another heuristic algorithm named as sequential operational algorithm (SOA) to reduce the complexity of The authors discovered approach and in SOA the channels are selected according to channel ideal state probability and LTE transmission interval can be calculated by fairness between the LTE and WLAN. The outcomes of this study are display that the presented method gets comparable throughput to optimal solution and also get fairness between LTE and WLAN. Li et al. [31] has introduced with overview on MIMO techniques and multi-cell coordinate scheduling technique for LTE cellular networks. The authors have considered various approaches on SU-MIMO and multi-user MIMO for improving more performance parameter and discussed minimization of inter-cell interference methods for uplink and downlink in LTE. The study reveals that many aspects are ISSN: 2528-2417  A research survey on scheduling techniques in lte-based network and its state of art (Srinivasa R K) 53 discussed in terms of improving performance parameter.Lien et al. [32] has concentrated on Licensed-assisted access (LLA) collocated with wireless networks in which the authors developed optimum radio access which display the dynamic switch between scheduling dependent radio access and a random access plans. The result of this study shows the most favorable design of LLA networks. Liu and Chen [33] have developed a framework based on downlink scheduling for enhancing and handle several complexities of media communication transmission using LTE network services by considering the following control module such as transmission control module and smart resource allocation module. The study outcomes show that discussed approach gives suitable scheduling performance for multimedia transmission over LTE networks.Luo et al. [34] has offered a new scheme which involved component carrier on/off scheduling and resource allocation. The presented scheme is based on the Lyapunov optimization to enhance the activity of packet throughput and uses Vapnik-Chervonenkis theoretical conept to determine the variation between predicted optimal value and practical value. The simulate outcomes of study generates good trade-off among the power utilization and packet throughput at the time of low traffic load. Mehaseb et al. [35] has studied on various uplink scheduling methods in LTE in regards of M2M communication for providing QoS requirements, power efficiency, scalability and multi-hop connectivity. The outcome this study is shows that author have tried to flash some light on the construction and designing requirement of scheduling techniques for M2M communication to meet the goal of QoS, throughput and delay constraint. Minelli et al. [36] has reported the performance parameter of two conventional scheduler methods that are Proportional Fair (PF) and Round Robin (RR) for relay-enhanced LTE-A cellular networks. The authors have formulate the optimal model for extending the throughput and designed sub-optimal relay nodes placement for comparing RR and PF. The outcomes of study shows that PF is not performed well with respect of RR in several scheme.
Mostafa and Gadallah [37] have presented scheduling methodology to analyze the important factor of information in the data to be sent by machine type communications devices. (MTCDs). A statistical priority approach is used as the scheduling algorithm to define the scarce radio resources to MTCDs. The results offer that the presented method achieves great performance then other baseline schedulers in such a way that it having the least number of deadline misses for critical data packets. Pan et al. [38] , has carried out to work on improve the network traffic and enhance the network capability for LTEadvanced (LTE-A) networks. A novel Downlink Traffic Arrangement approach is introduced to adopt arrangement downlink traffic with double connectivity improvement for LTE-A small network. The simulation outcomes show that novel scheduling approach can successfully improve the throughput of network with double connectivity enhancement for LTE-A small network. The paper has presented by Ragaleux et al. [39] discuss about the frequency and time resulting issues in LTE-A network. To resolve these issues, introduced an approach is Robust and Probable Conscious Scheduling, which protect an extensive range of scheduling objectives. The proposed method developed by three algorithms is follows: -For problem reduction. -For First distribution and Users selection. -For potential-conscious allocation.
The suggested scheduling approach is more effective than traditional approaches in terms of satisfied operators in performance calculation outcomes. In the same way, Opportunistic Packet Delay Outage Ratio Aware function exceed the Proportional fair/MaxSNR effectiveness function for multimedia scenario. Wang and Tsai [40] , has discussed about less system performance and lesser operator revenue problems arises in LTE network. In this study, authors has addressed a framework model is Pricing-conscious Resource Scheduling to resolve this conflict. It contain pricing and arrangement both module. Without loss of generalization, the framework model categorize into three levels: -
The result shows that the framework model make an optimal balance between revenue and performance. It also supports Quality of Services for video service and Voice over Internet Protocol. Zolfaghari and Taheri [41] , has addressed a non-real time flows issues. To tackle this issue here, authors introduced a novel scheduling approach is Queue-conscious Channel-adapted method in performance enhancement. It is well-matched with congestion control algorithms like minimal cost flow control algorithm, which considered on fluid flow statement. By the using proposed approach provide higher performance as compared to plain scheduling methods. The outcomes shows the proposed scheduling technique with minimal cost flow control achieved high throughput and improve the elastic traffic. The study of Zolfaghari and Taheri [42] , addressed issues in joint arrangement and congestion control optimization in LTE network. To improve these issues in LTE network explained about the scheduling methods which is Price Channel Quality. The outcomes displays an optimal adjustment between the entire throughput and the equality for the joint algorithm, where scheduling and congestion control distinctly designed and executed without any support. In the study of Masegosa and Gzalvez [43] , has introduced the first appraisal of the operation and performance of LTE vehicle-to-vehicle mode 4 communication in accurate traffic conditions. In this study, author has introduced a novel technique is semi persistent scheduling based on sensing. It analyzed and measured the different types of transmission errors. The result shows the errors below 5% for all outcomes. The proposed technique provide reduction with the distance between receiver and transmitter and the channel load. In the study of Chang et al. [44] discussed the issues low throughput and high packet loss rate, which arises in LTE-A. Has introduced a technique which is based on cross layer packet scheduling, and it is classified into two mechanisms: -Adaptive reward priority scheduling in MAC layer. -Dynamic resource scheduling algorithm in physical layer.
The technique provides the collaboration with the data symbol scheduling and Channel Quality Indicator at physical layer. The outcomes shows given technique provide optimal solution for higher throughput and low packet delay in LTE-A network system. Kim and Park [45] has carried out the work on developed a framework an integrated modelling based on two dimensional Markov chain model for probability distribution of the number of arranged resource blocks. The outcomes defined that the presented framework model are reliable with spontaneous speculations. But it is tough to evaluate or examine the number of arranged resource blocks exactly. The study of Chakrapani [46] has described an efficient resource scheduling framework model, which is collaborate with narrowband internet things and improved machine type communication and also using two algorithmic approaches. The proposed technique reduces the complexity of limited bandwidth and improve the coverage LTE network. The outcomes shows that algorithmic approaches provides important profits increase to 80% over a loop based scheduling techniques and also the presented algorithmic approach are generic and appropriate to enhanced narrowband and user equipment implementation. The study carried out of Feng et al. [47] has addressed the scheduling algorithms and Quality of Services based LTE downlink scheduler for improving low communication and application information in smart grid communication. The simulation outcomes display the improvement of packet loss rate, delay and average throughput. It is important enhancement in smart grid which based on LTE network. Alaa et al. [48] carried out the work on machine to machine delay sensitive and lack of standardization problems in LTE network system. So authors has presented a technique is dynamic access grant time interval control scheduling approach which is based on non-preemptive queuing framework. The introduced scheduling approach has achieves an optimal percentage in reducing delay and as well as packet loss decreases in less percentage. Lau et al. [49] , has introduced a framework model for inefficient radio resource usage in LTE broadcasting. The framework which defined by author is Audience Driven Live Television Scheduling method, to enhance radio resource usage for television broadcasting over LTE network system. The proposed framework method usage three algorithms: -For television channels popularity calculation. -For resource approximation. -For resource allocation.
The framework method is structured for both rural and suburban areas and it is easy to relocate in different locations. The outcomes shows that the proposed method attains higher broadcast proficiency and conserved important amount of radio resources. Cano et al. [50] , has described the issue of low throughput and high delay cost of heterogeneity. The method is introduced by authors are Listen before Talk with Load Based Equipment (LT/LBE) and Carrier Sensing and Adaptive Transmission (CSAT) approach. The experimental outcomes shows the heterogeneity cost is more for CSAT, and throughput of LTE is less when compared to use of LT/LBE. In defective inter technology detection the consumption of explicit communication is more difficult in CSAT due to higher possibility of loss compared to LT/LBE. Eladham et al. [51] , has discussed about lower system performance in-forms of spectral proficiency and lower throughput issues. For this issues introduced an algorithmic design of Improved Capacity Superior Proportional Fair downlink scheduling methods for achieve optimal system performance. It helps to enhance the heterogeneous network performance that allocate resource blocks with extend the system capacity and high fairness.
The outcomes of this study shows that proposed algorithm enhance spectral proficiency and fairness as compared to other traditional approaches. Similarly, Xitlaly et al. [52] have also addressed scheduling problems. Hence, all the above mentioned techniques offers solutions towards Non-linear optimization approach Ideal throughput and supports both single and multiple traffic state.
Only achieves maximum throughput. Chen and Liu [24] Playout buffer and DRX based mechanism.
Playout continuity in steaming and saves UEs energy.
Insufficient to keep Quality of experience of client. Or limited power saving.
Fan et al. [25] Optimization Algorithm Improved performance in LTE uplink cellular networks.
No benchmarking
Ferdosian et al. [26] Analytical framework and Fractional Knapsack algorithm.
Maximum fairness and balanced QoS including throughput and delay.
Less focus on practical implementation
Ghavimi et al. [27] Binary integer programming and Lagrange concept.
Maximum throughput and less delay.
Only applicable for uplink transmission Grondalen et al.
[28]
Performance parameter analysis approach
Better tradeoff between cell capacity and good fairness for TCP and UDP.
Results not benchmarked.
Guo et al. [29] Optimal scheduling algorithm.
Achieves better throughput for all network system.
Complexity not studied
Ko et al. [30] Sequential operation algorithm Get good throughput and good fairness between LTE and WLAN.
Lien and Liang [31]
Optimum radio access Suggest optimum design for LLA networks.
Less exhaustive investigation
Liu et al. [ 
RESEARCH GAP
On reviewing of existing researches in scheduling, following advantages and limitations. However, some of problems were exist during the implementation but they were not reported to be addressed. Following are the some research gaps identified after reviewing the existing approaches of scheduling in LTE-based networks.
-OFDM Problems Deemed Low Importance: A closer look into the existing system shows that consideration of OFDM has been less utilized after 3G-based network whereas in reality OFDM is highly essential for downlink transmission in LTE while the uplink transmission in LTE uses other mechanism (i.e. SC-FDMA). Adoption of OFDM in LTE degrades the scheduling decision in presence of large scale and dynamic traffic situation, which requires an immediate attention. -Discrete Perspective of Delay: Irrespective of different number of research work addressing delay problem in LTE-based network, it has been observed that such research work has not considered the complexity in characterizing network delay as such network delay originated from the dynamic queues encounters potential challenge in design phase. It is because they cannot be realized using frequently utilized Markov chain. Such problem takes challenging shape when subjected to error-prone channels with multiple numbers of users in it. -Least Complexity Analysis: The existing scheduling approaches towards LTE-based network have analyzed its effectiveness only on the basis of performance parameters e.g. throughput, CDF, delay, energy, etc. However, there is no such evidence if such techniques can be practically executed in realtime scenario as it lacks any form of complexity analysis. -Lower Emphasis to Queue Management: A queue always exists between server and users, which are less likely to be seen to be discussed in existing literatures. Existing default queue management system only considers delay associated with one targeted server ignoring the fact that there are many other server that are also connected to it. Such mechanism of allocation of server eventually disrupts scheduling performance. -Least Significance towards HARQ: There are various literatures published in past decade discussing about the benefits of using Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request for facilitating the reliability of transmission in wireless networks. It does so by harnessing the errors occurring during transmission. The mechanism of HARQ scheme by using feedbacks actually assists the node to take much better decision of scheduling. However, irrespective of its beneficial features, HARQ is not found to be investigating in connection with the scheduling practices in existing research community towards LTEbased networks. -Rare Benchmarked Model: The existing research-based approaches towards improving communication performance in LTE are highly scattered and less work towards scheduling has been carried out. However, the existing amount of studies towards scheduling are not reported to be benchmarked or standardized that reduces the possibility of practical utilization until further research is continued. Inclusion of exhaustive traffic model, test scenarios in LTE are less considered in existing scheduling approaches.
The above stated research gap are found and considered to be addressed in existing system.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
The prime intention of the proposed study was to study the existing research work being carried out towards leveraging the scheduling process in LTE-based networks. It has been noticed that LTE uses two different access schemes explicitly for uplink (OFDM/OFDMA) as well as for downlink (SC-FDMA) transmission. The paper has discussed LTE significances theoretically followed by existing research-based solutions. Although, there has been various studies carried out towards scheduling techniques in LTE, still there are open-end problems. Almost all the existing approaches are associated with limitations. It was also observed that there is rising level of interest towards improving the performance of throughput and delay; however, existing studies are not found to offer any such robust solution for this. While there existing various techniques but very few of them are found to address the practicality of implementation, which is the major flaw and set back of majority of existing approaches. Hence, this paper contributes to i) offer a quick snapshot of LTE-based network, ii) compact discussion of some recent implementation work towards scheduling, iii) identifying the advantage and limitations associated with each implementation, and iv) discussion the open -end problems in terms of research gap.
The future work will be definitely towards bridging the research gap being identified in this paper. The first approach will be to develop a model that offers scheduling for improving both throughput and ISSN: 2528-2417  A research survey on scheduling techniques in lte-based network and its state of art (Srinivasa R K) 57 delay performance at same time considering all sorts of practical constraints in LTE-based network. The second possible future work could be to include the hybrid ARQ mechanism to boost up the channel efficiency of LTE, which will indirectly improve the communication performance too.
